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ABSTRACT
This paper describes NTT DATA’s recognizing textual en-
tailment(RTE) systems for NTCIR10 RITE2. We partici-
pate in four Japanese tasks, BC Subtask, Unit Test, Exam
BC and Exam Search[5].

Our approach uses a ratio with the same semantic rela-
tions between words. It is necessary to recognize two se-
mantic viewpoints, which are the semantic relation and the
meaning between words in a sentence, in order to recognize
textual entailment. We divide the methods into the se-
mantic dependency relation between words and the
meaning between words for recognizing textual entail-
ment. In this paper, we present our system using meth-
ods for recognizing semantic relations using expanded de-
pendency structures.

Team Name / ID
NTTDRDH/NTTD

Languages / Subtasks
Japanese/Binary-class (BC), Unit Tests (Unit), ExamBC-
class (Exam BC), Exam Search (Exam Search)

Keywords
semantic relations between words, meanings between words,
expanded dependency structure

1. INTRODUCTION
It is necessary to discern various language phenomena to

recognize textual entailment. But discerning a language
phenomenon is not easy. In most of the existing research,
the researchers have proposed methods of classifying lan-
guage phenomena by extracting the feature of each sentence.
They have been able to partially discern this language phe-
nomenon. Although techniques of classification using this
feature extraction have had a certain amount of success,
we cannot understand why performance improves in many
cases. The various features are used to classify types of tex-
tual entailment in the existing research. In order to classify
the information to a high dimension, it is unknown which
feature contributed to the classification in fact.

Our aims are to make clear the type of textual entailment
that can be recognized even if it does not depend on the
classification by feature extraction, and examine problems
with RTE. We provide a technique of recognizing textual
entailment using patterns of structure of a sentence instead
of classification by feature extraction. The semantic rela-
tion between words makes the structure of a sentence. Our
proposal is to divide such semantic relation into mean-
ings of words and semantic dependency relations, and
our system can recognize textual entailment by using entail-
ment of meanings and semantic dependency relations be-
tween words.

An example of our approach in Japanese is ”
” (I went to buy an apple), shown in H1 in Figure 1.

This sentence consists of the words, ” ” (apple), ” ”
(to buy), and ” ” (went), and the relationship between
these words is expressed by the postpositional particles in
the dependency structure. ” ” (to buy) is related to ”

” (apple), ” ” (went) is related to ” ” (to buy) in
the case of H1. There is no relation between ” ” (went)
and ” ” (apple).

Entailing the meaning of words can be done by using
means synonymous words and synonymous expressions, and
entailing semantic dependency relations can be done by us-
ing modes of expression, such as swapping a subject with
a predicate and the passive and the active voice. For ex-
ample, in the entailment relation of H1 and T1 in Figure 1,
” ” (apple) and ” ” (fruit) have a hyponymical
relation. On the other hand, in the example of H2 and T2,
there is difference dependency relation between ”

” (I bought an apple) in T2 and ” ”
(an apple which I bought) in H2. However they have the
same agent and patient word, and the two sentences have
an entailment relation.

Thus, the semantic relation for the two sentences is con-
sidered to be a combination of the meaning and the semantic
dependency between words in a sentence. We aim to estab-
lish a technique for recognizing textual entailment between
sentences. In this paper, we aim to extract the semantic
dependency between words especially. Although there are
various types of semantic dependency, such as the relation
between an agent and a patient or modifying relation, we
examine first of all only the directivity of a semantic rela-



Figure 1: Example of textual entailment in consid-
eration of the semantic relation between words

tion.
This means the relation of dependence, such as an agent

and a patient, the thing to modify and the thing modified.
Most of the semantic dependency between words can use a
simple dependency structure as a relation between an agent
and a patient. However, some sentences cannot extract a
relation between an agent and a predicate by only simple
dependency structure because Japanese has flexibility.

We describe these sentence with H3 and T3 in Figure 1.
H3 is a sentence containing two meanings that are ”

” (I bought an apple) and ” ”
(the apple was cheap), and entails the meaning of ”

” (I went to buy a fruit) in T3. Although the
agent in H3 is ” ” (apple) to ” ” (cheap), and ” ”
(I) to the act of ” ” (buy).

Moreover, ” ” (apple) is a patient to ” ” (buy). It
is unacquirable from a simple dependency structure in which
” ” (apple) is a patient. There are some cases where it
is necessary to extract the differing direction of dependency
relation from a simple dependency structure.

On the other hand, ” ” (I) is a subject and ” ”
(go to buy it) shows action. ” ” (I) is regarded only an
agent to ” ” (go) if a dependency relation is only gained.
It is necessary to gain the relation which does not have a
dependency relation directly at this time. If the dependency
of the dotted line shown in H3 and T3 of Figure 1 can be
extracted, this semantic dependency is the same. Therefore
our system using this extracting semantic dependency can
recognize that it is entailment.

In order to solve the semantic dependency between words
which cannot use a simple dependency relation in this paper,
we propose a method of acquiring the dependency between
the words which have an extended dependency structure.

We analyze examples which should take into considera-
tion the directivity between the words which do not have a
dependency structure directly, and extract the dependency
structure pattern for dependency extension. The depen-
dency between words is built using this semantic dependency
pattern.

2. CLASSIFICATIONOFTEXTUALENTAIL-
MENT

We analyzed data from the following three viewpoints, in
order to grasp how many entailment relations can be rec-
ognized only by the meanings and semantic dependency be-
tween words.

1. The entailment relation only in consideration of the
meaning of words

2. The entailment relation only in consideration of the
semantic dependency between words

3. The entailment relation which needs other information

We use the Unit Test data[5]. Furthermore, in order to grasp
what kind of language phenomenon there is in the meaning
and dependency between words, we classify the language
phenomenon into subclasses based on the information on
Unit Test data. The result is shown in Table 1.

Of course, there are many entailment relations that must
be recognized by combination of some language phenomena.
We will aim to devise a solution which takes into considera-
tion a combination of the meaning and semantic dependency



between words in the future. However, our first aim is to
investigate a method that can solve a single problem first
of all, and so we analyze language phenomena in a textual
entailment relation using the meaning and semantic depen-
dency between Unit Test data.

The normal semantic dependency between words can be
solved by looking at the corresponding dependency struc-
tures. Examples are shown in Table 1 A1.

On the other hand, a sentence pair with a contradict re-
lation has completely different semantic dependencies which
are gained from a simple dependency structure (such as A2)
or there is too much semantic dependency in t2 than t1(such
as A3). T2 entails T1 in A3, and it is called ”retrorse entail-
ment.” Some of the dependency between the words cannot
be solved only by a simple dependency structure because
there are various types of Japanese grammar.

Examples are shown in B4 from B1 of Table 1. A sentence
may express the same meaning as another sentence but use
different expressions that rephrase the passivity and activity
voices and swap the subject and other words. As a result
of analyzing data, we find the following four types which
cannot be shown only according to a simple dependency
structure.

1. is-a relations

2. modifying and modified relations

3. verb pair relations in complex sentences

4. parallel entry relations

When a word pair has an is-a relation, the relation between
a subject and a predicate is swapped. Since this subject and
predicate have an is-a relation, this sentence has the same
meaning even if both sides are swapped.

In a sentence which has a modifying and modified rela-
tion, the modifying clause and modified clause correspond.
For instance, t1 says ”Alfred Bernhard Nobel was the in-
ventor of dynamite” as a modifying clause, and t2 explains
it as a modified clause in B2. Usually modifying clauses
contain verbs and modified clauses are noun clauses. It can
be said that these have the same meaning but use different
expressions.

Moreover, the relation between the verbs in a complex sen-
tence cannot be used to extract the relation between subject
and verbs by only simple dependency structures since two
or more verbs in a sentence exist.

A parallel entry relation exists in a sentence which indi-
cates two or more matters by illustration. When a sentence
uses illustrating markers which are ” ” (and) and ” ”
(both A and), a comma, the words before and after the
markers have the same implications. However, these rela-
tions are also unacquirable by a simple dependency struc-
ture. We aimed to extract these unacquirable semantic de-
pendencies.

Moreover, we divided instances of meanings relation be-
tween words into three types. One type can recognize tex-
tual entailment by the same and different semantic relations
between words such as C1-C5 in Table 1. The other type can
do so by examining the existence of particular words such as
D1-D2, and another type needs filling pronouns such as E1-
E2. Our system recognizes synonymous words, entailment
words and the existence of negative expressions. With en-
tailment words, the meaning of one word entails the meaning
of another word.

Other entailment relations need more information, which
are implicit information, paraphrasing of expression and in-
ference. These need to grasp the various modes of Japanese
expression and require background knowledge. In order to
recognize these, it is necessary to examine another solution.
But that lies outside the scope of this paper and we do not
perform special correspondence here.

3. OUR PROPOSINGMETHODS FORREC-
OGNIZING TEXTUAL ENTAILMENT

In this section, we explain the method of acquiring the
semantic dependency and meanings between words, and we
also explain the method of judging entailment. Henceforth,
the words in a semantic dependency are expressed as [the
depending word, the depended word ].

3.1 Entailment decision method
Before explaining our method, we explain the method of

judging entailment in our recognition technique. Our data
analysis showed that the probability of entailment is high, if
t1 has more of the same semantic dependencies of each word
of t2. Our method uses the ratio of correspondence of the
semantic dependency between words as a certain factor for
the technique of entailment.

3.1.1 Method of acquiring the dependency between
words

We showed that the dependency between words is gener-
ally acquirable by using simple dependency structures in sec-
tion 2. On the other hand, various expressions may be used
in sentences which express the same meaning since Japanese
is flexible. Therefore, in some cases we cannot correctly ex-
tract the semantic dependency only using a simple depen-
dency relation.

In order to solve this problem, we devised the method to
acquire the semantic dependency by extended dependency
structures. This section shows both the method of acquiring
the semantic dependency by simple dependency structures
and expanded dependency structures.

3.1.2 System of acquiring dependency by simple de-
pendency structures

Two words in a clause which has a dependency structure
are extracted as a pair of semantic dependencies. The pro-
cedure is shown below.

1. Analyze simple dependencies in a sentence. We use
CaboCha[4].

2. Acquire dependency structures each clause, the origi-
nal form and part-of-speech information.

3. Delete the unnecessary part-of-speech information within
the dependency structur in each clause.

We set up ” ” (particle), ” ” (auxiliary verb), ”
- ”(verb-not independent), ” - ”(verb-

suffix), ” - ” (noun-not independent) and ”
”(sign) as unnecessary part-of-speech information

based on the result of analyzing data.

However, there are expressional non-delete words, one
word is ” ” (not) which is useful for extracting neg-
ative information; another word is ” ” (be) which is



Kind of RTE Number type Y N t1 t2
semantic dependency A1 simple comparison of

dependency relations
70 0

A2 different semantic de-
pendencies

0 17

A3 excess of semantic de-
pendency

0 5

B1 is-a relation 11 0

B2 modifying and modi-
fied relations

21 0

B3 verb pair relations in
complex sentences

16 0

B4 parallel entry relations 19 0 PL PL

meaning between words C1 synonymous word 5 0

C2 entailment word 8 0 PL PL

C3 hyponymy word 7 1

C4 partitive word 1 0

C5 difference of word
meaning

0 5

D1 existence of negative
expression

0 4

D2 existence of particular
information

0 1

E1 pronouns 3 0

E2 zero-pronouns 0 3

other F1 implicit information 20 0
203 203

F2 rephrase 39 0
3

F3 inference 7 0

Table 1: Classification of textual entailment recognition



expression of assertion; and yet another word is ” ”
(exist) which express condition.

We describe this procedure in T3 in Figure 1. In T3, ”
” (I) and ” ” (to buy) depend on ” ” (went), and

” ” (fruit) depends on ” ” (to buy). At this time,
pairs of original forms are created only by the target which
is the content word. Then, three semantic dependency pairs
are extracted, which are [ (me), (go)], [ (buy),

(go)] and [ (fruit), (buy)]. These pairs keep the
order of starts and ends for dependency since the starting
word of dependency has an influence on the ending word of
dependency.

Moreover, the word in negative expression, which changes
the meaning of the sentence by being used simultaneously
with other words, is given to semantic dependency pairs. For
example, if T3 is ” (I did not go
to buy fruit)”, semantic dependency pairs are created such
as [ (I), - (go-not)],[ (buy), - (go-not)]
and [ (fruit), (buy)].

3.1.3 Methods of acquiring dependency by depen-
dency expansion

The previous section explained the method of acquiring
the semantic dependency by using simple dependency struc-
tures.

However, since the word order in a Japanese sentence can
be swapped easily, there are some cases where the order of
semantic dependency changes. Moreover, although two or
more verbs exist for a subject in a complex sentence, the
end of dependency is decided to be only one with a depen-
dency analysis system. Therefore, some pairs of semantic
dependency cannot be created.

We consider whether an expended dependency structure
can extract an item which cannot be shown only by simple
dependency structures, and devise the method and patterns
of acquiring the semantic dependency based on the result
of analysis instances which have semantic dependencies be-
tween words. These patterns are shown in Table 2.

Is-a relation

When a noun clause containing the particle ” ” (ga) or
” ” (ha) which shows a subject depends on a predicate
clause, the relation between the word of the noun clause
and the word of a predicate clause has an is-a relation; that
is, there is a relation which depends on both sides. For
this reason, the is-a relation does not arise directivity in a
semantic dependency.

Although the semantic dependency acquirable by simple
dependency structures serves as [ (Sawada Kenji),

(a singer)] in G1, the semantic dependency which trans-
poses the depending and depended word such as [ (a
singer), (Sawada Kenji)] by an extended is-a rela-
tion is newly acquirable.

Modify and modified relation

There is a problem with modification with a phrase: be-
ing unable to take the right order of the semantic depen-
dency between words. When a verb phrase modifies a noun
especially and only a dependency relation is used, a seman-
tic dependency is created in the order of [ (verb),
(noun)].

However, it is desirable to structure a dependency in the
order of [ (noun), (verb)] because the noun per-
forms a subject essentially. For example, in ”

” (Sawada Kenji who is a singer) in G2, when a depen-
dency relation is acquired simply, this semantic dependency
is created [ (a singer), (Sawada Kenji)].

However, as extension by modifying and modified rela-
tions, when a verb phrase depends on a noun, the depen-
dency in the opposite direction is also created. Then, the
dependency which was not able to be acquired by the simple
dependency structure of [ (Sawada Kenji), (a
singer)] can be structured.

Verb pair relation in complex sentence

In the case of a complex sentence, two or more verbs exist
for one certain subject. However, two or more ends of de-
pendency cannot be specified with the present dependency
analysis system.

In a complex sentence, the verb in the previous clause usu-
ally depends on the verb in the following clause. Semantic
dependencies in a complex sentence are newly acquired by
these simple dependencies between verbs.

For example, our system can acquire [
(MnÄŞmosynÄŞ), - (accompany-lie)] and [ -

(accompany), - (bear-done)] if simple dependen-
cies are used in G3, but it cannot grasp a relation with the
subject of ” - ” (bear-done). Verbs with a semantic de-
pendency have the same subject; therefore, the noun in [

(noun), (the depending verb)] is treated as
a subject. In this way, [ (MnÄŞmosynÄŞ),

- (bear-done)] are acquirable.

Parallel entry relation

Two patterns exist in the relation of a parallel entry. They
are a pattern using a word showing a parallel structure and
having commas showing a parallel structure.

Present dependency analysis system analyze the depen-
dency structure between the words currently written to-
gether, and it cannot specify correctly two or more starts
of dependency. However, a usual parallel entry has just one
verb relating to words written in a parallel manner. So, the
dependency between words is acquired using the dependency
structure in a parallel entry.

For example, if a simple dependency structure in G4 is
acquired, semantic dependencies acquirable to a verb ” ”
(make)” are [ (Kagoshima Prefecture), (make)]
and [ (Tsunomaki), (make)]. Since ” ”
(Akumaki) is an instance the same as ” ” (Tsuno-
maki).

Therefore, the predicate for ” ” (Akumaki) is also
” ” (make). Then, in the instance written together by
the illustrating maker, an end of dependency which is last
instance is regarded as a predicate clause. In this way, the
semantic dependency, which is [ (Akumaki),
(make)], can be structured.

G5 is the same pattern as G4. Not the word how to write
a parallel entry by illustrating makers to be but the comma
is used.

3.2 Method of extracting meanings between
words



Type of semantic relation Number Pattern Example sentence Simple dependency relation Semantic relation
by expanded depen-
dency structure

is-a relation G1 A noun clause which in-
cludes particle ” ” (ga)
or ” ” (ha) indicating
subject depends on a
predicate clause

- -
-

- -

modifying and modified relation G2 A predicate clause de-
pends on a noun clause

7
-

- -
- -

-

-
-

verb pair relation in complex sentences G3 Two or more predicate
clauses depend on an-
other predicate clauses 9

- - - -

- - 9
- -

- - -

-

parallel entry relations G4 A clause which includes
illustrating makers de-
pends on another clause

G5 A clause which includes
commas depends on an-
other noun clause

- - -
- - - -

- -
- - -

- -

Table 2: Pattern table of semantic relation by expanded dependency structure

As meanings between words, the information on synonyms
and negative expression are acquired.

3.2.1 Expansion of synonymous words
Expansion of synonymous words is performed on words in

t2 for word pairs in which a semantic dependency does not
exist. As synonymous words dictionary, we used the context-
similar word database and the entailment verb database of
ALAGIN[1], and the Japanese WordNet synonymous pairs
database of NiCt[3]. At this time, words with a reliabil-
ity 60% or more were used in the sentence similar word
database.

Moreover, only three dictionaries were used in the entail-
ment verb database. One of dictionary has entailment words
which have a including relation in characters/hyponymy words,
the second one is entailment words/hyponymy words, and
the third one is a relation of action and reaction.

1. Semantic dependencies between words are structured
by each of the simple dependency structures in t2.

t2 [ (Philadelphia), - (a place-
is)], [ (the Declaration of Independence),

(plan)], [ (plan), - (a place-
is)]

2. The synonymous words in semantic dependency pairs
of t2 are looked up in dictionaries.
For the semantic dependencies in t2, the semantic de-
pendency pairs which replaced each word by the syn-
onymous words registered in dictionaries are created.

For example, when ” ” (drafting) and ” ” (plan-
ning) are registered in dictionaries as synonymous words,

the semantic dependency pairs using synonymous words
are given to t2. At this time, the semantic dependency
pairs of each word in t2 are shown in the following.

t2 [ (Philadeiphia), - (a place-
is)], [ (the Declaration of Independence),

(plan)], [ (plan), - (a place-
is)], [ (draft), - (a place-is)], [

(the Declaration of Independence),
(draft)]

All synonyms of target words retrieve in dictionaries
through above processing.

3.2.2 Existence of negative expression
Determining the existence of a negative expression is an

important pointer to grasp the different meanings of sen-
tences which have almost the same word structure depen-
dencies. Our system examines the existence of negative ex-
pressions in semantic dependency pairs to recognize textual
entailment in the following processing.

1. Acquire semantic dependency pairs in sentence pairs
is acquired.

2. Acquire the difference in the semantic dependency pairs
of sentence pairs.

3. Judge the existence of negative expressions based on
the difference acquired in process of 2.
We set two auxiliary verbs for negative expressions,
whose each original form is ” ” and ” ”.



4. PROCESSES OF OUR SYSTEM

4.1 Proceeding process
1. Dividing round parentheses and sentences

When a round bracket exists in a sentence, there is a prob-
lem which cannot do analysis of a dependency structure cor-
rectly.

In order to avoid this problem, our system divides the
sentence into the phrase in the round bracket and the other
main phrases before conducting dependency analysis.

For example, ex2 is classified ”
” (The Lushun siege warfare is one of the

battles in the Russo-Japanese War) and ”1904 8 19 -
1905 1 1 ”(from August 19, 1904 to January 1, 1905).

ex2 1904 8 19 -1905 1 1
(The Lushun siege warfare

(August 19, 1904 to January 1, 1905) is one of the
battle in the Russo-Japanese War)

2. Unification of full size and half size alphanu-
meric characters and commas

In order to prevent dependency analysis from failing be-
cause of differing from part-of-speech grant, character strings
are unified, such as full size or half size alphanumeric char-
acters and punctuation marks.

3. Replacement of a square bracket

The words inside a square bracket are treated as a proper
noun in many cases. However, when a dependency analysis
is conducted, words in parentheses is divided into a mor-
pheme and in some cases dependency analysis fails.

Then, the word in the square brackets is replaced by an
ID so that it is not divided into a morpheme. The ”word”
described here is a continuation of words or a noun word,
and since it did not become a proper noun when a particle
and a verb are included in the part-of-speech of each word
in parenthesis, it is carried out the outside of an object.

4. Sentence division

Some dependency structures are not in agreement, when
one side is a complex sentence and the other side is a sim-
ple sentence. Then, the complex sentence is divided into
simple sentences, and pretreated so that a more suitable de-
pendency relation can be acquired. The-part-of-speech of
the word in front of a comma connects, and when it is a
conjunctive particle, a verb, or an auxiliary verb, it is con-
sidered to be a complex sentence and our system divides it
with commas.

4.2 Weighting of semantic dependency
The semantic dependency used as the frame of a sentence

is important; for example, the relation between a subject
and a predicate, the relation between a subject and an ob-
ject, and the relation between an object and a predicate.
For textual entailment recognition, the semantic dependency
between words used as the frame of a sentence should be
treated as more important.

Then, the importance of the semantic dependency be-
tween words is given to each semantic dependency pair as

dignity. Since the reliability differs in terms of semantic de-
pendency types, one is created by the simple dependency
and the other is created by the expanded dependency, and
the dignity of the dependency pair using expanded depen-
dency is also set up.

Moreover, since reliability becomes low also when synony-
mous words are expanded, dignity for this case is set up.

When the start of dependency and the particles immedi-
ately after a noun are ” ” (ga) or ” ” (ha), it is judged as
being the ”subject part”, and it is judged that the clause in
which it is the end of dependency, the end of sentence and
also a verb are contained is a ”predicate part.”

Semantic dependencies which performs weighting are fol-
lowing six.

1. a pair only with a subject

2. a pair only with a predicate

3. couple of pairs with a predicate and subject

4. a pair created by semantic relation using expanded de-
pendency structures

5. a pair created by expansion of synonyms

4.3 All processes of our system
This section explains the textual entailment recognition

method using each technique shown above.

1. The preparing process explained in section 4.1 to t1
and t2 is performed.

2. Simple dependency structures in t1 and t2 are ac-
quired.

3. In order to perform weighting of semantic dependen-
cies explained by section 4.2, a subject part and a pred-
icate part is extracted.

4. Semantic dependencies are created based on the simple
dependency acquired by process 2.

5. Expanded dependency structure which is explained in
section 3.1.3 is performed using the dependency ac-
quired by process 4, and created semantic dependen-
cies are added.

6. The non corresponding group and the corresponding
group of semantic dependency pairs re-created in sec-
tion 5 is acquired.
At this time, the degree of corresponding semantic
dependencies is computed using words except ”sign”,
”particle” and ”auxiliary verb” which are unnecessary
in many cases.

7. Expansion of synonyms explained by section 3.2.1 is
performed for the dependency conflicting between sen-
tence pairs acquired in process 6.

8. Corresponding of the semantic dependency which ac-
quired in process 7 in t2 and the semantic dependency
in t1 is judged.

9. It is recognized whether there is any negative expres-
sion explained in section 3.2.2 to clauses conflicting
between t1 and t2 process 8.



10. The rate of the number of semantic dependencies which
is in agreement with t1 from all the semantic depen-
dencies in t2.
At this time, dignity of the semantic dependency ex-
plained by section 4.2 is used.
When the clause weighted in t2 is in agreement be-
tween sentence pairs, dignity is added to congruous
numbers of semantic dependencies. If negative expres-
sion do not exist, our system judges ”entailment”when
the rate of corresponding semantic dependencies be-
tween sentence pairs is more than a threshold, or it
judges ”non entailment” if lower than a threshold.

5. STRUCTURE OF OUR SYSTEM
The developed system consists of a BC system which rec-

ognizes textual entailment between two sentences, and a
search system used by an examination subtask. Moreover,
we use the BC system for the BC subtask and combination
of the search system and the BC system for the examination
subtask.

5.1 Composition of BC system
An outline of the BC system built based on the system

explained in section 4.3 is shown in Figure 2. The process-
ing until computing the coincidence rate of the semantic
dependency between sentence pairs in t2 from a preparing
process is called ”system for calculating coincidence rate of
a semantic dependency.” If in charge of a textual entailment
recognition, it considered that the coincidence rate of the
semantic dependency was reliability, and our system judges
the entailment relation using the threshold.

5.2 Structures of Exam Search System
An outline of the search system used for an examination

subtask is shown in Figure 3. In our system, the keyword
used for search is acquired from t2, and the sentence equiv-
alent to t1 is searched and acquired from Wikipedia and
textbook data. We use Solr[2] as a search engine. The
processing which selects the keyword used for search is as
follows.

1. A morphological analysis performs word division and
part-of-speech grant for the sentence of t2.

2. Four part-of-speech types are carried out the outside
of object, which are ” ” (the non-independent
word), ” ” (particle), ” ” (auxiliary verb) and
” ” (sign). However, ” ” (not) which is negative
expression is treated as a keyword.

Text information was retrieved based on this keyword, and
after acquiring a sentence before and after a searching key-
word, it was considered as the sentence which is equivalent
to t1 by dividing with a period.

Although the BC system shown in Figure 2 is used for rec-
ognizing textual entailment, in the examination task, since
two or more sentences equivalent to t1 obtained, the process-
ing for corresponding to recognize textual entailment using
two or more sentences of t1 was added.

Specifically, coincidence existence of the semantic depen-
dency of t2 was not judged for every sentence of t1, but the
semantic dependency included in a document set of t1 was
acquired, and our system calculated the number of the se-
mantic dependencies of t2 contained in these sets. It then

Figure 2: System for BC subtask

Figure 3: Text searching system



Figure 4: System for Exam Search subtask

computed the coincidence rate based on the number of se-
mantic dependencies of t2. An outline of the system used
by the examination subtask is as Figure 4.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In order to check the validity of the technique proposed

in section 3, we participated in the Unit Test subtask, BC
subtask, Exam BC subtask, and Exam Search subtask[5].
Each execution result of these subtasks is shown in Table 3.

We used the threshold of degree of coincidence of a depen-
dency as a parameter, and prepared two or more systems.

Since our system is not aimed at an entailment type of im-
plication, it seldom fits the task which recognizes sentence
pairs of paraphrasing like an examination subtask (Exam
BC, Exam Search.) However, we also challenged the exami-
nation subtask in order to verify that our system has effects
to recognize textual entailment.

In the case of our system, the reliability is set to ”0” in
many cases. In this case, when performing an actual ex-
amination task, the answer of the same question will be
determined without using reliability.

Then, our system uses a weight of each word since the
difference is attached, In order not to change the output
result of Y and N, the weight used 1/1000. The Parameter
column in Table 3 is the decision criteria of the parameter
of each system.

When a word is given a high weighting, it means our sys-
tem highly evaluates the coincidence rate of a word between
two sentences.

Since the F value is high when the BC subtask estimates
the coincidence rate of a word highly, although the coinci-
dence rate of a word is large, there are many instances in

which our system cannot correctly grasp correctly the se-
mantic dependency between sentences.

However, our system succeeded partly for the Unit Test
subtask and Exam Search subtask. Our system can recog-
nize a textual entailment type which has one language phe-
nomenon. In the Exam Search subtask, our system used all
document sets of t1, it means our system use partial context,
so our system got a fairly good score.

7. DISCUSSION
We proposed using meanings and semantic dependencies

between words in sentences. Moreover, we devised a method
to recognize semantic dependency by using an expanded sim-
ple dependency structure. The result of a formal run showed
that our system has partial effects to recognize the entail-
ment which has one language phenomenon.

In the future, we will investigate an approach to textual
entailment types of ”rephrase” and ”inference”, and aim to
devise a technique that can comprehensively recognize tex-
tual entailment.
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Subtask System Parameter Value F1 in development data McroF1 Accuracy Correct Answer Ratio Y-F1 Y-Prec Y-Rec N-F1 N-Prec N-Rec
BC 01 F value is highest 20.00 55.65 57.59 64.10 - 40.97 66.09 29.69 74.20 63.64 88.98

02 F value is highest
in Unit Test sub-
task

50.00 50.11 50.38 62.46 - 25.89 75.47 15.63 74.86 61.22 96.33

03 F value is highest,
when 5.0 points
is added to the
weight of each
word

20.00 61.36 61.90 62.30 - 58.03 54.45 62.11 65.77 69.50 62.43

Unit Test 01 F value is highest 50.00 67.80 61.99 74.27 - 83.60 95.18 74.53 40.38 28.00 72.41
02 Well-balanced

trade-off between
precision and
recall

20.00 64.18 68.98 84.23 - 90.73 93.94 87.74 47.22 39.53 58.62

03 Well-balanced
number between
N and Y answer

85.00 50.96 47.91 53.94 - 65.63 95.50 50.00 30.19 18.46 82.76

Exam BC 01 F value is high and
score is also high

5.00 56.44 52.02 58.93 31.48 33.81 44.76 27.17 70.23 63.27 78.91

02 Score is highest,
when 5.0 points
is added to the
weight of each
word

15.00 56.86 55.57 55.58 34.26 54.88 45.15 69.94 56.26 71.11 46.55

03 F value is highest,
when 5.0 points
is added to the
weight of each
word

20.00 58.56 53.12 54.02 34.26 46.63 42.25 52.02 59.61 64.68 55.27

Exam Search 01 F value is highest 30.00 60.17 55.02 58.04 25.93 43.37 45.28 41.62 66.67 65.05 68.36
02 Score is highest 10.00 56.30 49.15 49.33 25.93 52.21 41.06 71.68 46.08 66.44 35.27

Table 3: Result of formal run
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